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RU TH  W.  GREGORY  
THE AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION  about 
community needs is a growing concern for many professions and 
public agencies. It is the purpose of this chapter to examine the ap- 
proaches to community needs being advanced by various disciplines 
and to relate them to the philosophy and the practices of the library 
profession. The examination is focused on the identification of the 
needs of the organized and the unorganized segments of society and 
on the community search for leaders. 
Publications from the many fields concerned with social goals and 
public welfare give evidence of a widespread acknowledgment of 
the urgency for reassessment of both human needs and human re-
sources. There is a concern for breadth and depth in citizen under- 
standing of community problems. There is an awareness that solutions 
must be based upon productive insights into and use of the compe- 
tencies of all citizens. These are conclusions that service professions, 
tax-supported and private, recognize and reflect in their literature. 
The search for new directions has created a climate for professional 
and civic intercommunication and for approaches which have been 
variously reported as forms of "interdisciplinary planning," ''popular 
participation," "community interaction," "social dialogues," "group 
processes" and "shared experience." 
Behind all of these words are two basic concepts of the library 
profession: involvement and commitment. 
These concepts hold that the library is at the center of community 
involvement. It is, in many parts of the country, the initiator of in- 
volvement. By the very nature of its function it can be no less than a 
participant. Knowing the community and purposefully sharing in its 
efforts at self-understanding is a fundamental tenet of the profession. 
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I t  is a conviction codrmed by the Public Library Standards, which 
state that "Continuous as well as periodic study of the community 
should be made through knowledge obtained by participation in gov- 
ernmental planning, through study and coordination of surveys al- 
ready made by other agencies, through cooperation with other or-
ganizations in new studies, or by a library-initiated community 
analysis." * 
These concepts further hold that the participation of the library in 
community fact-finding and in its analysis and implementation is a 
total commitment. It involves all library personnel and the under- 
standing and support of library boards. It constitutes a continuing 
learning situation which is grounded in the concept of community 
development not merely as a technique or a process but as an adult 
education f~nc t i on .~  
The library's first responsibility as a resource for information on 
community needs is the acquisition and use of a materials collection 
dealing with local affairs and local people. Nevertheless, it has become 
increasingly evident that the traditional in community information 
collection building is not adequate to provide an understanding of 
the pressures and problems that prevail in all areas of corporate life. 
It has been pointed out that the social sciences are "data-starved." SO 
are communities. As a consequence the literature of the 1960's probes 
into more effective use of technological advances for information 
analysis and into the values of social laboratories for the identification 
of need and the answers to human problem^.^ 
People in organized groups have been examined by sociologists, 
adult educators and others from innumerable angles ranging from 
studies of function to correlations of status to civic effectiveness4 
Time-tested aids used by many agencies, including libraries, in the 
recognition of the needs of organized groups include: (1) com-
munity studies; ( 2 )  discussion groups and town meetings; ( 3 )  clear-
ing-house files of data on organizations, their objectives and programs; 
(4 )  affiliation with coordinating councils; (5)  cooperation with and 
use of area communication media: newspapers, TV, and radio sta-
tions; (6 )  program planning institutes and leadership training courses; 
(7 )  staff participation in a diversity of organizations; (8)  assignment 
of staff as institutional and group resource people; and (9 )  involve-
ment in adult education programming. The library profession's latest 
contribution to this list is the accumulating experience record of the 
library community consultant and the neighborhood coordinator pro- 
gram as initiated by the Brooklyn Public Library. 
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Discovering the needs of the unorganized takes the personnel of 
all service agencies into person-to-person relationships. This is one 
of the most satisfying of techniques for the identification of needs. 
Nevertheless, it has its limitations and public service institutions in 
recent years have turned to new allies for more comprehensive in- 
sights into the needs of the unorganized. These allies include: ( 1 )  the 
articulate and responsible leaders of socio-economic groups; ( 2 )  the 
workers in Head Start, adult literacy projects, and other anti-poverty 
programs; ( 3 )  the specialists in varying disciplines who work together 
through reciprocal referrals; (4 )  the leaders in adult and young adult 
continuing education activities of churches, schools and other com-
munity agencies; (5) neighborhood coordinators; ( 6 )  credit and con- 
sumer cooperatives; ( 7 )  union councils; (8 )  government field repre- 
sentatives; ( 9 )  area committees of human resources; (10) lay advisory 
committees for mental health and special education movements; (11) 
senior citizens organizations; (12) visiting nurses and rural extension 
agents; and (13) university extension instructors and advisors. 
Efforts to develop skills in identification of the needs of individuals 
and groups have underscored the importance of finding leaders at the 
grass roots level to work on these needs. The most significant result 
of the search for community leaders is a change in attitude on the 
part of many agencies toward the involvement of people. Post-mid- 
century thinking supports a pluralistic approach to community prob- 
lems as evidenced by efforts to involve human beings from all en- 
vironments and all age groups, to coordinate the contributions of 
representatives of all types of organizations, to experiment with lead- 
ership recruitment and training patterns initiated by differing dis- 
ciplines, and to plan ahead in terms of large units of service involving 
not only greater opportunities but a broad network for leadership 
potential. 
The claim cannot be made that all approaches to leadership de- 
velopment are new, but there may be innovative elements in their 
implementation. Some represent practices that are taken for granted 
by workers in one field but have only recently been adapted to the 
programs of other specialists. Still others represent ideas that have 
been buried in print for decades and have been given new life by the 
demands of the 1960's. The following are samples of the approaches 
to the identification and the training of leaders: 
1. The emergence of a concept of a "participative leadership" as 
applied to the community planning mechanism, i,e., the involve- 
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ment of representatives of the people immediately affected by a 
problem in the total process of examining needs, exploring ways 
to meet these needs, and in the setting of priorities5 
2. 	The enlistment of individuals from groups to be served for train- 
ing as expediters to bridge the gap between the professionals 
and the people in the implementation of a program." 
3. 	 A shift from the "human relations" theories to the "human re-
sources" concept of motivating volunteers, co-workers, or em-
ployees to greater initiative, responsibility, creativity, and leader- 
ships7 
4. 	 Examination of changes required to promote active citizen in- 
terest in a dynamic group democra~y.~ 
5. 	 Consideration of ways to counter the fallacy of the "one big 
brain" theory and the "they" concept of responsibility in de- 
cision proces~es.~ 
6. 	A recognition of the importance of building an indigenous lead- 
ership core supported by but not directed by experts.1° 
The public service professions have experimented in the 1960's with 
programs designed to strengthen sources of community knowledge, 
to reduce communication barriers between professionals and individ- 
uals, and to sharpen the techniques for meeting community needs. 
The following are representative of the types of programs which have 
been advanced by a number of professions in the 1960's: 
1. Training for community action through group discussion of case 
histories of successful and unsuccessful techniques in finding 
leaders and sorting out the real needs of individuals and com- 
munities.ll 
2. 	Emphasizing through medical education the development of 
skills to answer the question, "Are there ways we can discover 
the kinds of strength people have, and then build on them?"12 
3. 	 Structuring in-service training for isolated social workers to take 
advantage of informed community awareness.13 
4. 	 Experimenting with the temporary relocation of college students 
and faculty units from the parent campus into selected com- 
munities, to do research and to guide specific changes1* 
5. 	 Creating interdisciplinary departments in universities for a uni- 
fied approach to controlled investigation and practical action 
in urban areas.16 
6. 	 Employing graduates of varying disciplines to support the work 
of specialists as in the case of social workers and other non-
medical consultants serving as working members of medical 
teams.le 
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7. 	 Exploring a system of qualitative social accounting with indices 
to measure the quality of life on all 1evels.lT 
8. 	 Advancing the "futurism theorym--the concept that long-term 
problem-solving may be predicted and achieved within a for- 
seeable period of time through the use of sound information, 
sharp criteria, well-defined goals, coordinated work of specialists, 
periodic assessments, and persuasion.18 
The library profession on a national level has kept pace with other 
disciplines in the effort to point to directions for effective community 
service. I t  has produced standards which clearly define the library's 
responsibility to the total community. I t  has published materials re- 
garded as precision tools for getting at community information. 
Various divisions of ALA and some of the state libraries and library 
schools have conducted institutes whose proceedings and reports have 
laid a foundation for a literature of guidelines for leadership training 
and for action in diagnosing and meeting needs of people. 
Library literature reflects contradictory opinions on the scope and 
the methods of the identification-of-needs process. There are those 
who insist that libraries should be aggressive agencies for social 
change.lg This point of view is supported by challenging descriptions 
of direct action programs designed to reach the unserved in their own 
surrounding^.^^ At the same time there are voices which counsel lim- 
iting priorities to the long-established service patterns organized for 
the public which voluntarily seeks out the library. Librarians at each 
end of the spectrum of opinion are faced with the same insistent de- 
mand for reliable data on which to base judgments. George Beaton 
has said, "It is difficult to predict what kind of library service is needed 
until you are definite about what the requirements of your users will 
be." 21 
The innovations in the library field which have strengthened the 
library as a community resource center in the 1960's are primarily 
those which were developed through community action in which the 
library was a partner in coordinated studies of social issues and human 
needs. In  most instances the projects with the most striking innovative 
styles were those financed through Federal funds. The innovations 
include the use of such personnel as community coordinators, field 
workers, and itinerant materials specialists. Innovations also led to the 
establishment of informal library neighborhood centers, to audio-
mobile units and other sidewalk services, to sustained and coordinated 
project development with allied agencies, and to the machinery for 
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special surveys for analyzing needs of groups and individuals within 
a given area. Undoubtedly these innovations cumulatively increase 
the library's body of knowledge of organized and unorganized group 
needs. 
One obstacle to the acceptance of the ideas of the change-seekers 
in the library profession seems to have come about through confusion 
in communication. Critics point out that some of the devices and tech- 
niques have social welfare implications. Nevertheless, the stated ob- 
jective of the proponents of out-in-the-community projects is to fulfill 
the library's long established educational goals for all segments of the 
community from the elite to the illiterate. The library innovator's 
major concern is still with materials, but with an emphasis on a de- 
liberate and purposeful search for people who need those materials.22 
The involvement of staff in the processes of identification of needs is 
basic to current innovative projects. The practice of assigning staff 
to identify the needs of the unorganized is also slowly spreading into 
libraries with traditional programs. 
One area of recent experimentation for other disciplines, but which 
is established library practice, is the employment of representatives of 
varying cultural and economic backgrounds. Reports of special library 
services for the disadvantaged document the continued spread of the 
employment of the ind igenou~.~~  However, there is little data on ways 
in which the average library has used people of differing ethnic back- 
grounds in determining or interpreting local needs. A few libraries 
have reached into the ranks of other professions, such as adult educa- 
tion, for specialists to strengthen their programs for reaching people. 
Others make use of volunteers from the ranks of the retired or from 
service clubs for personal contacts. 
Libraries operating without the stimulus of Federal funds have 
moved at a slower pace in experimenting with new methods to reveal 
the needs of the non-user. Library literature does include reports of 
many activities which resulted from identification of a social need 
such as service to the homebound. In large part such activities are 
extensions of existing services. However, they are not unique results 
of new methodology. Genuine innovations are limited. Eleanor Smith 
has pointed out that what is needed in creating resourceful library 
approaches to community needs is "a commitment from librarians to 
experiment."24 
The fact remains that the objectives and services of a library are 
distinct from those of any other public agency. A corollary fact is that 
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the needs of large proportions of the organized and unorganized in 
all communities are still to be recognized and met. The widespread 
awareness of the gap between these two facts has led many librarians 
to the examination of needs through direct collaboration with repre- 
sentatives of socio-economic groups and other potential consumers. 
The unserved have a prime spot on the agenda for planning in indi- 
vidual libraries, in systems, and on the state and Federal levels. 
Foresighted leaders in the library world are beginning to debate 
the possible realignment of library services to meet the demands of 
the urban-metropolitan dominated society of the immediate future. 
Research into the characteristics and requirements of the user and 
the non-user of public libraries has been recognized as imperative for 
intelligent action. A "Libraries 2000 Committee," proposed by the 
ALA for mobilization of librarians for "shaping the future of American 
librarianship," complements the ranks of the nation's long-range 
planners. These are the signs that the library profession will keep pace 
with other service organizations in identifying and meeting the needs 
of people at all levels. 
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